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Microsoft Office Home & Student 2010 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2010

	
		Teach yourself exactly what you need to know about using Microsoft Word, Excel®, PowerPoint®, and OneNote®-one step at a time! With STEP BY STEP, you build and practice new skills hands-on, at your own pace. Topics include creating effective documents; using themes, templates, and other formatting tools; building...
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Office 2003 XML for Power Users (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2004

	SINCE ITS INTRODUCTION in the late 1990s, XML has revolutionized the way data is

	stored, manipulated, and shared. XML has made it possible for applications written

	in different programming languages (and running on different operating systems)

	to exchange any type of information. XML also allows different

	organizations to...
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Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft® Visual Studio® LightSwitch® Unleashed


	Alessandro Del Sole


	 


	Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch represents a breakthrough in business application development for Windows clients, the Web, and the cloud....
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Pattern Recognition with Neural Networks in C++CRC Press, 1995
Why do we feel a need to write a book about pattern recognition when many excellent books are already available on this classical topic? The answer lies in the depth of our coverage of neural networks as natural pattern classifiers and clusterers. Artificial neural network computing has emerged as an extremely active research area with a central...
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Financial Modeling with Crystal Ball and Excel (Wiley Finance)John Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Professor Charnes's book drives clarity into applied Monte Carlo analysis using examples and tools relevant to real-world finance. The book will prove useful for analysts of all levels and as a supplement to academic courses in multiple disciplines."
   -Mark Odermann, Senior Financial Analyst, Microsoft
   
   "Think...
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Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007 (Mastering)Sybex, 2008
Quickly learn to write macros, automate tasks, and create custom applications for Office 2007 with Microsoft’s Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) using the in-depth instructions in Mastering VBA for Microsoft Office 2007. Jump right into the basics of recording and running macros with Office’s built-in Macro Recorder, before...
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How To Do Everything With Your Pocket PC, 2nd EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Make the most of your pocket PC with this hands-on easy-to-use resource.  Find out how to synch your pocket PC with your desktop computer, browse the Web, send instant messages, play games, and much more.     

       Get the most out of your Pocket PC and all its features and capabilities with this easy-to-follow resource. You'll learn...
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Office 2010 Just the Steps For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Quickly and easily perform tasks in any Microsoft Office 2010 application!


	As the world's leading suite of productivity software, Microsoft Office enables you to complete common business tasks, including word processing, e-mail, presentations, data management and analysis, and much more. With this fun and friendly guide,...
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JBoss Drools Business RulesPackt Publishing, 2009
In business, a lot of actions are trigged by rules: "Order more ice cream when the stock is below 100 units and temperature is above 25° C", "Approve credit card application when the credit background check is OK, past relationship with the customer is profitable, and identity is confirmed", and so on. Traditional...
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Mirosoft Excel Whiz 2002Innovative Training Works, 2003
This book fully covers the Microsoft Office Specialist Excel 2002 Core Certification exam objectives; it is designed to be progressive and modular creating ease of use for beginners yet comprehensive enough as a reviewer.

This book is exactly what you need to increase proficiency on Microsoft Excel 2002.

The book fully covers the...
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Excel Hacks: 100 Industrial-Strength Tips and ToolsO'Reilly, 2004
The tips and tools in Excel Hacks  include little known "backdoor" adjustments for everything  from reducing workbook and worksheet frustration to hacking  built-in features such as pivot tables, charts, formulas and  functions, and even the macro language.  This resourceful,  roll-up-your-sleeves guide...
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On CourseWadsworth Publishing, 2010


	On Course is intended for college students of any age who want to create success

	both in college and in life. Whether you are taking a student success or first-year

	seminar course, a composition course, or an “inward-looking” course in psychology,

	self-exploration, or personal growth, On Course is your instruction...
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